The right to freedom of religion and the right against religious discrimination: Theoretical distinctions
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This article argues that while they are often conflated, the right to freedom of religion and the right against religious discrimination are in fact distinct human rights. Religious freedom is best understood as protecting our interest in religious adherence (and non-adherence), understood from the committed perspective of the (non)adherent. This internal, committed, perspective generates a capacious and realistic conception of religious adherence, which reflects the staggering plurality of forms of religiosity (or lack thereof) as extant in contemporary societies. The right against religious discrimination is best understood as protecting our non-committal interest in the unsaddled membership of our religious group. Thus understood, the two rights have distinct normative rationales. Religious freedom is justified by the need to respect our decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence. The prohibition on religious discrimination is justified by the need to reduce any significant (political, sociocultural, or material) advantage gaps between different religious groups. These differences reveal a complex map of two overlapping, but conceptually distinct, human rights which are not necessarily breached simultaneously.

1. Introduction

We live in a post-secular world where religion has made a surprising comeback, falsifying Weberian predictions of ever-continuing secularization.¹ Almost every large society—some for the first time in recent history—is grappling with religious pluralism. At the same time, however, religious conflicts and religious terrorism occupy newspaper headlines, Islamophobia has become rampant,² anti-Semitism has increased, and lower-scale religious hostility is rife. Even majority religions now view themselves as victims of secularization, multiculturalism, and the feminist and gay rights “agendas.” The re-emergence of religion has resulted in at least some of these issues being debated in courts, using the legally prescribed discourse of human
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¹ PETER BERGER, THE MANY ALTARS OF MODERNITY: TOWARDS A PARADIGM FOR RELIGION IN A PLURALIST AGE (2014); SUZANNE MANCINI & MICHEL ROSENFELD, CONSTITUTIONAL SECULARISM IN AN AGE OF RELIGIOUS REVIVAL xv–xvi (Mancini & Rosenfeld eds., 2014) (referring to the “repoliticization of religion”). For an analysis as to the different strands of secularism see CÉCILE LABORDE, LIBERALISM’S RELIGION (2017).
² We find “Islamophobia” an inadequate term for capturing prejudice against Muslims, but we are sticking to it because it has acquired a certain currency.
This article approaches the debate around law and religion from a different angle by arguing that, while they are often conflated, the right to freedom of religion and the right against religious discrimination are in fact distinct human rights. As such, they protect distinct human interests and distinct (although often overlapping) aspects of religion. Religious freedom is best understood as protecting our interest in religious (non)adherence. The right against religious discrimination is best understood as protecting our interest in the unsaddled membership of our religious group. One right is interested in protecting certain beliefs and practices, the other in protecting our tribe. The distinction is well-captured in the old joke about a Belfast rabbi being asked if he was “a Protestant Jew or a Catholic Jew.” Or, as Ashis Nandy claimed in the Indian context, “Hindutva will be the end of Hinduism.” In these examples, Protestantism/Catholicism/Hindutva identify sociopolitical group identities, whereas Judaism and Hinduism concern religious adherence. And yet, legal scholarship has paid little attention to this distinction or to its implications, and the courts have moved between the two rights with little explanation.

In commenting on controversial issues involving religion, politicians
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5 By “unsaddled” membership we mean membership that does not incur external social, economic, cultural, or political costs. Religious adherence often demands compliance with the internal rules of the religion. That group members who are also adherents of that religion will be “saddled” with these internal rules is not of concern here.


7 Honorable exceptions include Ronan McRea, *Squaring the Circle: Can an Egalitarian and Individualistic Conception of Freedom of Religion or Belief Co-Exist with the Notion of Indirect Discrimination?*, in *FOUNDATIONS OF INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION LAW* (Hugh Collins & Tarunabh Khaitan eds., 2018); McCrudden, *supra* note 4. Also see the following article, which was published after this article had been finalised, and therefore our arguments could not benefit from its insights: Ilias Trisiotis, *Religious Freedom and Religious Antidiscrimination*, 82 MODERN LAW REVIEW 864 (2019).

8 In the *Eweida* litigation (wearing of cross in private workplace), for example, the claim was brought as a religious discrimination case domestically (*Eweida v. British Airways* [2010] E.W.C.A. 80) and as a religious freedom case at the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) level (*Eweida v. United Kingdom* [2013] E.C.H.R. 37). Despite this change, there was no
and the media have also perpetuated this lack of clarity. This article attempts to remedy this oversight by setting out the distinction between the two sets of interests and their corresponding rights in conceptually clear terms. A subsequent article will canvass some of the key implications of these theoretical distinctions for legal doctrine and offer a normative restatement of the same.

Section 2 identifies and explains these two distinct religious interests. These interests may be distinguished by adopting different perspectives: religion as viewed from the committed perspective of the (non)adherent on the one hand and, on the other hand, the privileges and disadvantages that accompany the membership of a religious group as assessed from the non-committal (public) point of view. This distinction is important for two reasons. First, unpacking the differing facets of religious interests provides theoretical clarification—what is the law protecting when it protects religion? Second, the distinction has practical implications for how religious interests are protected (to be explored in a companion article). Section 3 identifies a key conceptual distinction between the two religious interests distinguished in the preceding section: religious adherence tracks the freedom to pursue the good, whereas unsaddled membership of a religious group directly tracks the good. Finally, in Section 4, we argue that, functionally, the right to religious freedom is best understood as protecting our interest in religious (non)adherence, whereas the right against religious discrimination is best understood as protecting religious group membership. We further argue—at a normative level—that the value of respecting decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence underpins religious freedom, whereas the need to reduce the sociocultural and material advantage gaps between different religious groups is the key aim of the right against religious discrimination.

This distinction between religious adherence and religious group membership can help explain why it is not inconsistent for a person to disapprove of a religious group being made a target of prejudice, stereotypes, and social disadvantage, while at the same time rejecting or even condemning, some of the substantive religious beliefs of some such groups. It also explains why an uncommitted/non-adherent person can and should still receive antidiscrimination law’s protection. The conceptual distinction we are proposing may not always be observed in the practice of a given jurisdiction. Lawyers often have strategic reasons to throw whatever argument might stick, and conceptual tidiness is often a casualty. It would be naive to expect theory and practice to mirror each other. Nonetheless, the conceptual (and normative) claims in this paper should be a useful guide to understanding the two rights that concern religion.

2. Two distinct religious interests, from the committed and non-committal perspectives
In this section, we identify two distinct interests we have with respect to religion: an interest in religious (non)adherence and an interest in our ability to enjoy unsaddled membership of a
religious group. To explore this distinction further, we distinguish the committed perspective of the religious (non)adherent from the noncommittal (public) identification of the privileges and disadvantages—social, economic, cultural, and political—that accompany the membership of (different) religious groups. The distinction grounds subsequent discussion about the nature of the two human rights concerning religion. While it is possible that some of our arguments could apply to non-religious interests also—such as adherence to a set of non-religious beliefs—this article’s focus is on the legal protection of religion.

A word first about what is meant by religion. Religion is a complex and multifaceted intersubjective phenomenon, in the sense that its existence depends on its shared acceptance in the consciousness of several persons. Not all details of its contents need to be shared, but as a “social form,” it cannot exist outside some shared consciousness within a social group. Other similar intersubjective phenomena include marriage (it will be meaningless to “marry” someone in a society where it did not exist as a social form), money (few would trade valuable goods for pieces of paper without an intersubjective acceptance of the value of these pieces of paper), and nations (imagined communities they might be, but a nation cannot be constituted in the imagination of one person—or, even ten, for that matter). This intersubjectivity requirement qualifies the committed perspective we are about to explore—it places constraints on what can count as religion, and more importantly what cannot (for example, my personal cult of bunny worship is not likely to satisfy the intersubjectivity requirement).

Intersubjectivity, of course, admits to degrees—perhaps the traditional distinction between a religion and a cult (sans its more recent negative connotations) was based on the notion that cults are putative religions that do not (yet) satisfy the intersubjectivity threshold.

Beyond this, it is “notoriously difficult”, and potentially problematic, to define religion. We will not attempt to do what our betters have been unable to do. Instead, we will satisfy ourselves with identifying the two distinct interests that people have in matters concerning religion: an interest in religious (non)adherence and an interest in the unsaddled membership of a religious group.

10 JOSEPH RAZ, THE MORALITY OF FREEDOM 308–310 (1986). Raz understands social forms to be “forms of behaviour which are . . . widely practised in society” or “common social forms of action.” Social forms have “internal richness and complexity” and the degree to which a practice has to be shared, and by whom, are open questions. Raz is clear, however, that comprehensive personal goals—such as, on our argument, religious (non)adherence—can only be founded in social forms. We assume, without argument, that atheism is a social form in most contemporary societies, although this is likely to be the case for many societies in the past too.


12 Maclure and Taylor, among others, also distinguish between “religious beliefs” and “expensive tastes,” but on criteria other than intersubjectivity, see JOCelyn MAclURE & CHARLES TAYLOR, SECULARISM AND FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE 76 (2011).

2.1. The committed interest in religious (non)adherence

The committed or internal point of view is the point of view of the religious adherent. An adherent strives to believe in (what she thinks are) the tenets of her religion, and tries to practise (what in her view) it demands of her. From the committed perspective, in other words, religious adherence involves a commitment to some combination of a set of beliefs and practices. Our interest here is to describe briefly the phenomenon of religious adherence (and non-adherence) as it actually exists in most democracies. This must be the starting point of any account that seeks to understand the nature of our interest in religious (non)adherence. As such, we deliberately privilege this descriptive account of the committed adherent’s perspective over any official doctrinal perspective of an authoritative religious body. In religions that have authoritative bodies—such as hierarchical churches—the official perspective of these bodies may well be reflected in that of many of its adherents. But adopting the official doctrinal perspective would be contrary to our goal of drawing up a realistic picture of religious (non)adherence that reflects the diversity between, and within, religions.  

Before we proceed, there are two points on the prefix “non” before “adherents” may be noted. First, non-adhering belief and practice are important not only to atheists and agnostics but to all religious adherents. This is because adherents of a given religious tradition usually do so exclusively. In other words, their adherence to religion X often entails a rejection of all other religions, including (say) Y. Non-adherence is not restricted to matters of belief. Sometimes it demands performative non-participation in rituals or worship of other religions. Therefore, to take the committed perspective seriously we must recognize that for an adherent of X, it may be important (for her adherence to X) not to believe in, or perform acts that are based on, the tenets of religion Y. For example, it may be important for an atheist or Jewish witness not to swear on the Christian Bible. Even in cases where the demands of another’s religion entail an omission rather than an action—for example, non-Hindus required to refrain from eating beef—an interest in religious non-adherence is engaged if the prohibition on beef-eating was premised on the Hindu injunction to treat the cow as sacred. In other words, all of us have an interest in religious non-adherence, whether we choose to assert it or not. More importantly, perhaps, non-adherence can, and usually does, arise out of religious commitment to the extent that adherence (to religion X) usually entails non-adherence (to religion Y).

The second point regarding non-adherence is that the line between the religious and the atheist is often drawn too sharply. In reality, not only are some religions atheistic (e.g. Jainism) or agnostic (e.g. some versions of Buddhism), others include the acceptance as well as the rejection of the divine within their ambit (e.g. Hinduism). Given the numerous ways in which religiosity manifests itself (consider, for example, those atheists who describe themselves as “spiritual”), sharp divisions between atheism and religiosity may capture the reality for some people but are unlikely to do so for everyone. For these reasons, our interest in religious
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adherence must be understood to include an interest in non-adherence (jointly referred to as (non)adherence).

We can now turn to the first dimension of religious (non)adherence. The dimension of belief—or as the European Court of Human Rights prefers to call it, the forum internum—entails (not) subscribing to certain fundamental beliefs (usually, but not necessarily) concerning the nature, origin, and character of life, especially focusing on the human condition and usually entailing views about improving it. This can include metaphysical views on life, pre-life, afterlife, and future lives, and the nature and existence of superhuman or non-human beings or powers as well as human ancestors. This is broadly consistent with what the UK Supreme Court recently referred to as “mankind’s place in the universe and relationship with the infinite . . . [which] may or may not involve belief in a supreme being.”17 Characterizing this dimension of religion broadly in terms of “belief,” rather than narrowly as “faith,” allows religious traditions that invite belief without demanding faith to be included in the concept. It also encompasses those beliefs concerning god(s) and religion that are indifferent to, or even reject, faith or god (including versions of Buddhism, Jainism, atheism, and agnosticism).

Given this characterization of belief, one objection to our account of the committed perspective on religion might be that it is unrealistic, or, at least, not true for many adherents. The term “belief” can be read to overplay the thoughtfulness, consideration, and intensity that go into religious adherence. Many people simply (and one may say, unthinkingly) follow the (non)religion of their parents.18 Many others have a relaxed rather than intense, and flexible rather than dogmatic, approach to religious (non)adherence. Given our commitment to imbuing our conception of religious (non)adherence with the capaciousness that exists in practice, it would be odd if it included only the intense, inflexible, thoughtful, or single-minded (non)adherent.19 While our characterization of belief may not hold true for everyone, we take the seriousness and thoughtfulness that go into religious belief as a potentiality—realized to different degrees by different (non)adherents.

This potential for seriousness and thoughtfulness exists in those who reject religious adherence as much as in those who accept it. Some Christians rarely think about their Christianity, others arrive at it through deep contemplation, after rejecting the alternatives. Similarly, for some atheists, their atheism is merely a default (absence of) belief. For others, on the other hand, rejection of all (or some) religions is a deeply considered, strongly held, metaphysical and ethical belief fundamental to their individuality—some atheists are quite devout in their unbelief. The point is this: in the dimension of belief, religions make claims which have truth value (i.e. they are the sort of claims that may be true or false, or be true to some extent). This is why adherents are able to accept these claims as true.20 Accepting or rejecting these claims can both be thoughtful or thoughtless, salient or unimportant, intense or relaxed. With these caveats, we defend this capacious conception of religious belief, which

19 On a sociological index used to measure intensity of religiosity in persons, see Stefan Huber & Odilo Huber, The Centrality of Religiosity Scale, 3 RELIGIONS 710 (2012).
adopts the committed (but not necessarily dogmatic) perspective of the adherent, because it most closely reflects the diversity of religious belief that exists in most contemporary societies.

The second dimension of religion, from the adherent’s viewpoint, is its practical or performative side—its forum externum. This usually entails rules of behavior and performative practices such as worship, prayer, sacrifice, rituals, and meditation. The scope and demandingness of religious practice varies from religion to religion. Some religions also require that at least some of these practices and rituals must be undertaken in community with other adherents. Indeed, some practices and rituals can only take place where there is a religious community. Thus, the committed viewpoint often has a communal dimension. Some practical dimensions of religion follow from beliefs, often called manifestations of beliefs in European law, and provide reasons for action. But not all religious practice and performance can be characterized as manifestations of beliefs. Some religions (like Protestantism) emphasize beliefs, others (such as Buddhism and Orthodox Judaism) focus on practice, most on some combination of the two.

We have seen how religious commitment is diverse. When we take the diversity of religious commitment seriously, we notice that most adherents subscribe to a web of multiple, but usually interrelated, beliefs and practices. Viewed from this committed perspective, the level of religious diversity one finds around the world is astonishing. Some religions seek coherence in their package of beliefs and practices. Others, like Hinduism, are happier to embrace mutually contradictory beliefs and practices. Even when not directly contradictory, there is significant interpretative latitude around religious demands on adherents. Even in religions with internal structures that make authoritative rulings on doctrinal disagreements, adherents often pick and choose from the packages on offer—the diversity of beliefs among Catholics on the legitimacy of same-sex marriages and abortion is a case in point. Indeed, a recent sociological study of “Catholics” in the UK shows that “if we measure Catholics by their conformity to some of the key beliefs and behaviors laid down by the Catholic magisterium . . . only 5% of Catholics qualify as ‘faithful’ or orthodox.” Further still, adherents are often capable of giving varying weights and emphases to different religious demands, making the actual practice of religion staggeringly pluralistic. As the history of religious conflicts has shown, these differences could be over relatively small, and—for non-adherents and even some adherents of the same religion—inconsequential matters.

The committed interest in religious (non)adherence is expansive. It presents a picture of religious (non)adherence that is diverse and pluralistic (both within and between religions).

22 It is for this reason that we use the capacious term “adherent” rather than the narrower term “believer” to describe a person committed to a religion.
25 Woodhead, supra note 15, at 42.
This diversity exists in the dimensions of belief and practice. Religious commitment demands adherence as well as non-adherence from us. These expansive takes on our interest in (non)adherence are tempered, however, by the requirement of intersubjectivity. Intersubjectivity filters out highly eccentric and frivolous beliefs or practices. As such, the committed perspective avoids three potential pitfalls when defining the scope of the interest in religious (non)adherence: (i) overinclusion that leads to the protection of just about any ideology, belief, or practice; (ii) underinclusion of dissenting, minority, and heterodox religions; and (iii) exclusion of atheism and agnosticism. These findings are central to how we understand the right to freedom of religion, and the values that underpin it.

2.2. The non-committal interest in unsaddled membership of a religious group

Having considered religion from the committed perspective of the adherent, we now consider the phenomenon from a different angle by adopting an external or public perspective. This can be termed the non-committal perspective. From the non-committal, or public, perspective, we focus not on adherents of certain religions but on members of certain religious groups.

Group membership can affect how power and advantage are distributed in society. In most human societies, power and advantage—material, sociocultural, political—are distributed in ways that are sensitive to certain personal characteristics (such as race, educational attainment, or gender) but insensitive to other personal characteristics (such as zodiac signs, the number of letters in one’s name, or one’s favorite colour). Individual exceptions no doubt abound, but on a macro-level, these claims are generally accepted as true of many contemporary societies. Religious group membership, in most societies, tends to fall in the former category, inasmuch as it tends to affect the success of our lives (at least in the secular sense). Here, it does not matter whether a person actually adheres to the beliefs or practices of any particular religion. She is more likely than not to have powers and advantages (or lack thereof) in keeping with others who are, or are perceived to be, the members of the same religious group. She may belong to (or be perceived to belong to) a religious group, even without being an adherent. This (assumption of) membership may be because of the religious group membership of her parents, or because religious practice has become a familiar part of her cultural habits, or because she carries proxy characteristics (such as belonging to certain racial or ethnic groups) that signify adherence to a particular religion. She may even take pride in her membership of her religious group and find community and solace in fellow members despite not being an adherent, or she may dislike it, or be indifferent to it. Just like her membership of her caste or racial group, how she feels about it makes little difference to her actual or perceived religious group membership, just as her adherence or lack thereof makes no difference either. Like it or not, she is likely to be saddled with (or enjoy the privileges of) the (dis)advantages that accompany her membership of her religious group.

In most cases adherents are likely to be members of a religious group. However, the two categories do not entirely map onto each other. For example, recent converts may have cultural and ethnic traits that differ from most adherents. There are people who identify as “cultural Christians” or “atheistic Jews” having given up on adherence but not on the associated cultural traits. Heterodox and dissenting interpreters of a tradition—such as Reform Jews and Ahmadis—may be saddled with the cultural identification of majority adherents by the outside world but seen as non-members, or even heretics, by their “co-religionists.” It is not uncommon for Sikhs in North America and elsewhere to be taken to be Muslims because of racial and

cultural similarities. These examples illustrate that (non)membership of a religious group is not always within the control of the individual.

The non-committal perspective takes seriously the fact that religious group membership often gets mixed up with culture, ethnicity, race, language, and nationalityism. Not only is the (non)membership of her religious group not fully within the control of the individual adherent, she usually has even less control over the socio-political and material disabilities (or privileges) that accompany such membership. What is more, even for a typical religious adherent who fully embraces her actual and perceived religious group membership, her interest in being able to adhere truly to her religion is related to, but surely distinct from, her interest in her religious group not being subject to social, cultural, material or political disabilities.

Implicit in the preceding paragraphs is a very specific conception of a group.” The term is not necessarily used to refer to a cohesive collectivity with a shared culture/language/history/religion/identity, and so on. We have used the term “group” more loosely. It includes people who perceive themselves to be members of the group even when the group does not and those who are taken to be the members of the group when they do not see themselves as such. There need not be any cohesiveness to this group. On our understanding, “people with disabilities,” heterosexuals, and yes, even atheists, qualify as a group. Having said that, given the non-committal perspective we have assumed, there needs to be some external, sociological, reality to the group, outside the internal point of view of its members.

We have identified two interests pertaining to religion: the committed interest in religious (non)adherence and the non-committal interest in unsaddled membership of a religious group. These interests, we argue, are distinct. By way of illustration, a “Muslim” woman, living in a deprived, predominantly Muslim, neighborhood in Birmingham (or Delhi, for that matter) suffers because of such deprivation, whether or not she in fact adheres to any version of Islam. On the other hand, being forbidden from wearing a crucifix at work might engage a devout Christian’s interest in religious adherence, but does not—in itself—affect his membership of his religious group (understood in the loose sense as explained above). We now turn to a key conceptual difference between these two interests.

3. A conceptual distinction between the two interests

We have identified two distinct interests a person might have with respect to religion: (i) an interest in her ability to (intersubjectively) determine and to pursue her religious commitments as a (non)adherent, and (ii) an interest in being unsaddled by the disabilities that accompany her religious group membership. Religion is not unique in possessing these two dimensions. Pregnancy, for example, has an internal dimension concerning a person’s decision (as well as her ability to decide whether) to become (or not become) pregnant. From the non-committal perspective, on the other hand, pregnancy (and the ability or potential to become pregnant) brings with it certain social and economic costs, such as reduced attractiveness in the employment market, the stigma attached to pregnancy outside marriage, the medical and care costs associated with pregnancy, and so on. Sexual orientation has a similar quality. From the internal point of view, what matters is a person’s orientation with respect to the sex and gender of the person they are sexually or romantically attracted to, and their decision (as well as their


29 See also infra Section 4.1 (discussion toward the end of the section).
ability to decide whether to associate sexually and/or romantically with a person of the same sex as their own. Societally, this could have been completely irrelevant to the distribution of social, cultural, political, and material power between gay people and heterosexuals; unfortunately, as we know, this is not the case.

Defenders of pregnancy and sexual orientation rights have debated whether privacy or antidiscrimination is a better approach to defend these rights. These debates have taken place precisely because both approaches have something to offer to the protection of the interests involved. In this section, we draw upon these continuities to clarify a key conceptual distinction between the two categories of religious interests identified in the previous section. Unlike the debates that have taken place in the context of pregnancy and sexual orientation, however, we will show that these are not alternative ways of framing the same human interest, rather that they are two distinct interests that we ought to treat separately.

We draw a conceptual distinction between two sets of human interests: our interests in the good, and our interests in our freedom to pursue the good. In the first set, we have interests whose satisfaction is, at least prima facie, necessarily a good thing (from a public, objective, perspective). It may not be possible to always protect such interests all things considered, and some such compromises may be entirely legitimate. But on their own, the satisfaction of these interests is always a good thing. Such interests include our interest in adequate nutrition, good education, fair trial, protective shelter, and so on. In all these cases, the good is tracked directly by the satisfaction of the interest concerned.

On the other hand, we have interests not only in realizing the good but also (or, even especially) in pursuing the good on our own. In these cases, it is in our interest to freely define the good and to pursue it, even when we might sometimes make mistakes. Examples include our interest in freely choosing who to become friends with, whether and who to marry, what and how to say something, what career to pursue, whether and what films to watch or books to read, and so on. While, generally speaking, being free to pursue the good in such cases is a good thing, there is the possibility of making mistakes. Making friends with bullies, saying hurtful things simply to hurt others, or joining a racist organization do not become good simply because these acts were freely done. For this reason, the distinction between interests that directly track the good and those that track my interest in the freedom to define and to pursue the good makes sense. We do not, lest we are misunderstood, wish to suggest that our interests in the good are necessarily superior to our interests in our freedom to pursue the good. They are, nonetheless, conceptually different, and this difference could be normatively salient.

Now we can map this distinction onto the two interests we have identified. It is always a good thing that one’s religious group is not saddled with relative social, political, and material disabilities. This is just a roundabout way of saying that social disabilities should not, in an ideal world, accompany religious group membership. On the other hand, our interest in religious adherence tracks our freedom to pursue the good in matters religious. The
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31 Analogous to these interests are the rights that include the “right to do wrong”: see Jeremy Waldron, A Right to Do Wrong, 92 ETHICS 21 (1981).
intersubjectively determined committed viewpoint is not, after all, subject to any public standard of reasonableness or morality, and may therefore make demands that are unreasonable or immoral. This key conceptual distinction underpins some of the normative judgments that need to be made in relation to the protection of these interests, especially in relation to their operation in horizontal relations between non-state actors.

4. The right to freedom of religion and the right against religious discrimination: functional and normative distinctions

Our starting point is that if most human rights documents recognize two distinct human rights pertaining to religion—the right to freedom of religion and the right against religious non-discrimination—they are best understood as protecting distinct religious interests. The claim is conceptual and normative, rather than historical. Even if their distinct articulation is a historical accident, or even technical oversight on the part of the drafters, the conceptual claim would still be plausible in light of the distinctiveness of the two religious interests we identified in Section 2. Having identified these distinct interests, we will now argue that our interest in religious (non)adherence is best protected under the right to freedom of religion, and we are most likely to enjoy unsaddled religious group membership under a robust right against religious discrimination.

The main reason for this claim is that there are structural similarities between the interests identified in Section 2 and the jurisprudence concerning the two rights (at least in Europe). While there are other ways of reading legal doctrine concerning these rights, we select those strands in the jurisprudence that do the best job of protecting the two religious interests at stake. Thus, the interest and the right mutually define each other. We will argue that freedom of religion is valuable because it protects our decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence. Freedom from discrimination based on certain protected characteristics matters morally because the possession of these characteristics tends to affect our access to those basic goods necessary for living a good life.

4.1 The right to freedom of religion

Freedom of religion is valuable because it protects our decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence. Many other foundational values are also plausible, including the value of social goods such as religious tolerance, religious pluralism, and social harmony, and the value in respecting an individual’s conscience or integrity. We do not deny that these values may also be good reasons to support some version of religious freedom. However, the only value that can fully support the capacious and realistic version of our interest in religious (non)adherence (as understood in Section 2) is the need to respect our decisional autonomy in matters pertaining to religious adherence.

Religious pluralism, harmony, and tolerance are no doubt valuable social goods, but they fail to directly underpin an individual’s interest in religious (non)adherence (even though they may indirectly facilitate its protection in most circumstances). The historical origins of the protection of religious freedom may well lie in these social goods. Since its transformation into a contemporary human right, however, its underlying rationale must, at least primarily, be found in a fundamental human interest rather than in the common good.

---

34 R (Williamson) v. Secretary of State for Education and Employment [2005] 2 A.C. 246 (HL) at [22] (freedom of religion protects the subjective belief of an individual).
The need to respect an individual’s conscience is a more promising candidate. In fact, some scholars believe that religion is merely a placeholder for the protection of “conscience” in human rights law. While there might be very good reasons to protect conscience for its own sake, our account of religious adherence from the committed viewpoint shows that religion is both broader and narrower than conscience. Not all religious beliefs implicate one’s conscience, which is typically other-regarding rather than self-regarding. For example, most people would accept that the religious obligations of Muslims to pray five times a day or make a pilgrimage are not matters of conscience. A belief that does not engage one’s conscience may nonetheless be fundamentally important to the believer because it is demanded by his or her religion. On the other hand, not all conscientious beliefs are “religious.” While many systemic and comprehensive world views, such as pacifism and environmentalism, could be sufficiently religion-like for certain purposes (and should perhaps be treated as such by human rights law), one’s conscience can also make stand-alone demands against military service or eating animal products that do not flow from an existing commitment to any broader world view or involve intersubjectivity. For these reasons, the value of respecting an individual’s conscience cannot ground the right to religious freedom.

Personal integrity is also insufficient to ground the right to religious freedom. This value takes an individual’s relationship to herself seriously, and facilitates a harmonious and complete conception of one’s self. It is related to conscience, but can encompass not only ethical but also performative and ritualistic (e.g. prayer and pilgrimage) dimensions of religious adherence. Like conscience, its scope is broader than religious adherence. However, over-inclusion is less of a problem as long as we can carve out a clear subset of the value that concerns religion. We reject integrity as the foundational value of religious freedom not because it is overinclusive, but because it is also underinclusive—it does not include our capacious conception of a person’s possible interests in religious adherence. Integrity tends to overvalue adherence that is intense, thought-through, and deeply held, and may fail to adequately protect religiosity that is relaxed, flexible, or habitual. Like conscience, it also has the tendency to cast religion in a particularly Protestant image (“Here I stand, I can do no other”), and may underserve other strands of religious (non)adherence.

The value of respecting every person’s decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence is the most viable norm to underpin religious freedom. An autonomy-based rationale demands respect for a committed point of view in a way that other rationales may not. For example, a social harmony-based protection for religious freedom might be content to protect only the essential practices of major religions, interference in which might cause conflict. The autonomy rationale, on the other hand, is acutely sensitive to the religious pluralism and diversity we see in religious practice, including sensitivity to internal diversity within religions. It extends its protection to heterodox and dissenting views and to non-religious persons. One of us has argued elsewhere in some detail why the value of preserving our decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence is also normatively attractive for other reasons. The underlying premises are that personal autonomy is of immense value to individuals, that in

36 This is not to suggest that there may not be some relationship between personal integrity and decisional autonomy more broadly; for example, it has been argued that autonomy may reflect or promote a person’s integrity: e.g. RONALD DWORCKIN, LIFE’S DOMINION 224 (1993); Ronald Dworkin, Autonomy and the Demented Self, 64 MILBANK Q. 1, 4–16. (1986).
37 The Indian Supreme Court tends to adopt this position.
38 JANE CALDERWOOD NORTON, FREEDOM OF RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS (2016).
order to be autonomous individuals must have access to a range of valuable opportunities, and that the freedom to make decisions in relation to (non)adherence to religions is one such valuable opportunity.\textsuperscript{39}

An autonomy-based rationale has the additional advantage of protecting our capacious interest in religious adherence: it is not underinclusive or unfair to non-believers. It also has significant support in case law\textsuperscript{40} and academic literature.\textsuperscript{41} It is, of course, overinclusive, inasmuch as decisional autonomy in matters of religious adherence is a subset of our decisional autonomy generally. Even so, decisional autonomy \textit{in matters pertaining to religious (non)adherence} is a clearly identifiable subset that protects a fundamental and valuable interest.

We do not claim that religion is the only, or the most valuable, subset of decisional autonomy. Other facets of decisional autonomy (e.g. in matters of sexual relationships) also need robust protection—as such, we sidestep the debate over whether \textit{religion} is special except to express skepticism about the possibility.\textsuperscript{42} Our skepticism is conceptual—attempts to define religion generally have failed because it is hard (if not impossible) to pin down a set of characteristics that pertain to \textit{all} phenomena we agree to characterize as religions. Any effort to suggest that religion is \textit{special} will necessarily need to highlight some common feature in all religions that makes religion special. The best that can be done is to imagine religion in a particular image—privileging a certain religious tradition and identifying its core features to claim special status. But that would be an argument for why Catholicism or Buddhism is special, not why \textit{religion} is special.\textsuperscript{43}

Two common criticisms of the decisional autonomy rationale must be responded to. The first is that religion is often not a matter of choice for its adherents. The second it that the rationale is too individualistic. With regard to the first criticism, autonomy is too easily

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{39} On personal autonomy generally, see Raz, \textit{supra} note 10.
  \item \textsuperscript{41} E.g., Evans, \textit{supra} note 13; Greenawalt, \textit{supra} note 40, at 3–4. Sandel also accepts that an autonomy-based conception of religious freedom is the predominant contemporary liberal understanding of religious freedom: Sandel, \textit{supra} note 35, at 611 (1989). See also Ahmed, \textit{supra} note 18, at 239.
  \item \textsuperscript{42} We take this debate to be concerned with whether \textit{religious} interests are special—and weightier—than non-religious ones.
\end{itemize}
confused with a simplistic understanding of “choice.”\textsuperscript{44} When we speak of “decisional autonomy” we do not intend to suggest that everyone necessarily has a free choice in matters of religious adherence. In fact, many adherents may not feel that they have (or, indeed, that they should have) any choice in subscribing to (what they view as) the truth.\textsuperscript{45} This truth may make many imperative demands on them that leave little room for choice.\textsuperscript{46} Others may have followed the religion of their parents with little thought and without ever consciously exercising any choice. Later in life, it may be psychologically very difficult for them to choose not to follow that religion.\textsuperscript{47}

While we accept that an adherent may not feel she has a choice in religious matters, we are employing a capacious conception of autonomy. This conception seeks to protect the agent’s moral capacity to make her own decisions on matters concerning religious (non)adherence, whether or not she feels she has (or in fact has) any “choice” in the matter and whether or not this moral capacity is ever acted upon. It protects the religious freedom of converts who actively change their religious status, of those who zealously reaffirm it, as well as those who never care to think much about it. This broad notion of decisional autonomy does not seek to relegate religious adherence to the private sphere either—it accepts that religious performance can and does have a public dimension. Nor does it reject communal dimensions of religious adherence—if communal performance matters to the adherent, it forms part of her decisional autonomy in religious matters.

Furthermore, the term “autonomy” is used here to mean an aspirational value that ought to be sought and realized, rather than entailing any descriptive claim about people actually possessing sufficient autonomy.\textsuperscript{48} Of course some of us, in the descriptive sense, have more autonomy than others, and many don’t have adequate autonomy. In the case of religion, it is no coincidence that most people adhere to the religions of their parents. Even so, there are good reasons for the state to take an adherent’s self-proclaimed religious affiliation at face value in the absence of any proof of direct coercion, even if such adherence is deluded, irrational, unfairly influenced, and so on.\textsuperscript{49} The autonomy loss resulting from the non-recognition or misrecognition of one’s self-proclaimed religion is unlikely to be offset by any autonomy gains accruing from efforts by the state to help them “see light.” The state telling me my religion might have got it wrong is usually better than it telling me I have got my religion wrong. An autonomy-based rationale dictates that we take the committed point of view of the adherent seriously. Individual decisional autonomy in religious matters would be left with little content if any external body or person could determine whether an individual has freely chosen to

\textsuperscript{44} The choice-based understanding of religious autonomy is rightly criticized. See Ronan McCrea, Religion and the Public Order of the European Union 111 (2010). Similar criticisms apply to arguments from choice in the context of reproductive rights. See Thérèse Murphy, The Texture of Reproductive Technologies, in New Technologies and Human Rights (Thérèse Murphy ed., 2009).


\textsuperscript{47} See Leslie Green, Rights of Exit, 4 Legal Theory 165 (1998); Susan Moller Okin, “Mistresses of Their Own Destiny”: Group Rights, Gender, and Realistic Rights of Exit, 112 Ethics 205, 216–222 (2002).

\textsuperscript{48} See generally Raz, supra note 10.

adhere to a religion, what that religion is, what adherence to that religion entails, or who (if anyone) is an authority on what an adherence to that religion requires.

While the autonomy rationale takes the committed perspective of the adherent seriously, the rationale itself need not be endorsed as adequate justification for religious freedom from the committed point of view. It is not even clear, from the internal point of view of every religion, that the protection of (everyone’s) religious freedom is valuable. It is only the content of the claim that the adherent seeks protection for that is discerned from the committed point of view; the reasons for protecting such claims (whether autonomy, toleration, or something else) need not be endorsed by the adherent’s committed viewpoint. Nor is our argument that the law itself should adopt a committed viewpoint in matters of religion. We believe that the state’s reasons must always seek to track public reasons, even as public reasons sometimes require the state to tolerate, respect, or protect actions grounded in sectarian reasons. Our argument here is simply that there may be good (public) reasons for the state to protect an adherent’s committed internal perspective in matters of religion.

The second objection to the decisional autonomy rationale might be that it is too individualistic. We acknowledged, however, the importance of communal dimensions of religious practice in certain religions in the preceding section. While the rationale values the autonomy of individuals, it is compatible with—and even requires—the protection of any communal dimension of religious adherence. This will be the case as long as the collective or communal dimension is (intersubjectively as well as from the committed perspective) part of the religion. In other words, if communal worship is important to the individual’s adherence to her religion, an autonomy-based rationale will protect it. Participation in the life of a religious community, or the acceptance of the religious authority of one’s church, can therefore be aspects of religious adherence. Furthermore, the essence of religious practice itself often depends on social forms—i.e. forms of behavior which are widely practiced within that group. While it is individual believers who constitute a religious community, the group itself may have “a strong role to play in constructing individual religious affiliation.” None of this needs to be denied by anyone who subscribes to the autonomy rationale for religious freedom. Any adherent who disagrees with such collectivity requirements is simply a dissenter within that group (whose right to dissent is equally protected). In other words, there surely are collective dimensions to freedom of religion, but these are derivative of the individual’s right to that freedom.

4.2 The right against religious discrimination
Unlike the right to freedom of religion, the right against religious discrimination is not a stand-alone guarantee. It is a species of the more general freedom from discrimination based on certain protected characteristics which, apart from religion, tend to be race, gender, disability, sexual orientation, language, ethnicity, and so on. As such, unless we have very good reasons

---

50 Although the role of public reasons in Rawlsian philosophy is more limited than our claim above, on the concept of public reasons generally, see JOHN RAWLS, POLITICAL LIBERALISM 212f (1996).
51 See CALDERWOOD NORTON, supra note 38.
53 See RAZ, supra note 10, at 308.
54 See CALDERWOOD NORTON, supra note 38, at 24.
55 See Green, supra note 47.
to think otherwise, the rationale for prohibiting religious discrimination must be found in the rationale for prohibiting discrimination more generally.\textsuperscript{57}

The main function of the prohibition of discrimination, as one of us has argued before, is to prevent, reduce, or eliminate any substantial, abiding, and pervasive advantage gaps between certain cognate groups (i.e., groups defined by the same personal characteristic, such as men and women, or Christians and Sikhs).\textsuperscript{58} These advantage gaps could be political, material, or sociocultural, but they usually tend to manifest in all these dimensions simultaneously and reinforce each other. The underpinning normative argument is that we should care about such advantage gaps between groups because they reduce the ability of members of the (relatively) disadvantaged groups to access certain basic goods—negative freedom, an adequate range of valuable opportunities, and self-respect—whose secure enjoyment is essential to our ability to live a free and flourishing life.\textsuperscript{59} Thus, even though the object of discrimination law’s immediate attention is groups, in keeping with the contemporary human rights tradition, the ultimate commitment is to the freedom and well-being of (all) individuals.\textsuperscript{60}

One need not accept the details of this rationale for discrimination law. But almost all credible accounts of this area of law—at least accounts that take the Anglo-American law concerning the regulation of discrimination seriously—accept that the current or historical disadvantage faced by social groups lies at the heart of discrimination law. This is true of egalitarian accounts,\textsuperscript{61} freedom-based accounts,\textsuperscript{62} as well as expressive accounts\textsuperscript{63} that seek to explain discrimination law. Given this consensus—at least at a broad level—it would be very surprising if the main purpose of the law regulating religious discrimination was to protect individual religious (non)adherence (rather than to secure an unsaddled membership of one’s religious group). This theoretical consensus over the group focus in discrimination law may seem surprising to some practitioners, especially if they notice that typically, the claimants in discrimination law are individuals, and that the protection is offered symmetrically to both the advantaged and the disadvantaged groups. To answer this objection, we need to distinguish this systemic-functional claim about the overall purpose of discrimination law from specific design issues. Drawing upon Rawls and Hart, one of us has argued elsewhere that full transparency between the functional goal of discrimination law and the design of particular rules that regulate discrimination may actually be counterproductive.\textsuperscript{64} To put the point differently, the goal of reducing relative group disadvantage may be ill-served if courts start asking in each case what outcome will best reduce such disadvantage. Additional

\textsuperscript{57}See generally Dworkin on local priority within ‘departments’ of law: Ronald Dworkin, Law’s Empire 250f (1986).
\textsuperscript{59}On how this happens, see Khaitan, supra note 27, ch. 5.
\textsuperscript{60}See Khaitan, supra note 27, at 38f (on the “eccentric distribution condition” for more clarification on the group orientation of discrimination law).
\textsuperscript{63}See, e.g., Deborah Hellman, When is Discrimination Wrong? (2008).
\textsuperscript{64}See Khaitan, supra note 27, at 9f.
considerations of fairness, pragmatism, clarity, certainty, and a normative commitment to liberalism also inform the design of antidiscrimination rules. Considerations such as these, for example, dictate that (in general) discrimination law should protect not only the relatively disadvantaged group but also its cognate advantaged groups.\(^{65}\)

On the reading we have outlined, non-committal religious group membership, rather than committed religious adherence, lies at the heart of discrimination law.\(^{66}\) Because religion is one of the characteristics that creates substantial, abiding, and pervasive advantage gaps between cognate groups, it is a protected characteristic in discrimination law, alongside race, sex, sexual orientation, disability, pregnancy, ethnicity, and other such characteristics. It follows that the big-picture concern of discrimination law is to prevent or mitigate a caste-like organization of society on religious lines where certain religious groups end up with a lower class status. Burdening adherence to a particular religion may well increase the (political, material, social) advantage gap between religious groups, but there are other ways this can happen too. It may be, for example, that most members of a minority religion are poor, or that they are recent immigrants, or that they are subject to widespread hostility and ostracism by the majority religious group because of their racial difference, and therefore suffer relative group disadvantage. Discrimination law is indifferent to the cause of such disadvantage. Rather, it is the fact or likelihood of relative group disadvantage that this area of law seeks to counter.

As we move from the systemic concern that discrimination law has with group disadvantage to specific design issues, we notice—at least outside the context of religious discrimination—a rather tightly regulated scope of what counts as discrimination. In the limited contexts that discrimination law regulates, a claimant must establish a prima facie case of direct or indirect discrimination against her. The determination is objective, and requires the claimant to show either that she suffered some non-remote adverse effect:

(a) because of the defendant’s intentional reliance on a protected characteristic,\(^ {67}\) or
(b) that the defendant’s facially neutral policy had such adverse effect
   i. either exclusively on members of her group,\(^ {68}\) or
   ii. on those who disproportionately belong to her group.\(^ {69}\)

British law treats (a) and (b)(i) as instances of direct discrimination, and (b)(ii) as a case of indirect discrimination. Cases in (a) that involve the intentional targeting of a religious group, or even the intentional use of religion in a decision, tend to be rare and, when they come up, tend to be easier to decide. It is the set of cases in (b) that are the most controversial and shall be our focus in the discussion that follows. These cases involve the impact of a facially neutral

---

\(^{65}\) *See id.*, ch. 6.
\(^{66}\) Just as the protected characteristic “sex” is akin to the personal characteristic of sex and gender rather than sexual intercourse. Of course, group membership and behavior are related, but not reducible to each other.
\(^{67}\) British/European law treats this as direct discrimination: Bougnaoui v. Micropole SA (2017) Case C-188/15 (E.C.J.). Even these cases that track intentional use of a protected characteristic as a basis of classification are ultimately concerned with the adverse effect of such use on the protected group. *See KHAITAN, supra* note 27, ch. 6.
policy on the claimant’s group. In such group impact cases, discrimination must be established by showing comparative adverse effect on the claimant’s group, in relation to a cognate group. So, in the case of religion, a claimant must show that the policy in question not only affected her but also that it (exclusively or disproportionately) affected other members of her religious group when compared with some other cognate group. For example, a Muslim claimant will need to show that an employer who requires a university degree for a manual job in an area where Muslims are disproportionately less likely to have university degrees affected not just her (as a potential applicant who did not meet the criterion) but also disproportionately affected Muslims (in that area) generally.

Whether a protected group suffered adverse impact is determined objectively, rather than subjectively. This objective standard sets a relatively high bar for making a prima facie case of discrimination. This high bar is unavoidable, to some extent, given that discrimination law’s primary concern is with group disadvantage. While the entry threshold is relatively high, however, the possibility of justifying a successful prima facie case is relatively slim. Direct discrimination admits to very few and very high threshold exceptions. Moreover, even though indirect discrimination can be justified, certain types of justifications—such as the business profitability, consumer preference, or competitive disadvantage—are typically barred. Although the claimant has a demanding threshold to cross in order to make a prima facie case of discrimination, once she has met this threshold the possibility that the discrimination she faces might be justified is slim and usually assessed strictly by courts.

Religious group membership (chosen or otherwise) saddles us with privileges and disabilities. Given this, something would be lost (and very little gained) if the right against religious discrimination was reduced to just another means of protecting our interest in religious adherence. While there may be good strategic reasons for practicing lawyers to try to achieve these outcomes, the erasure of the distinction we are hoping to highlight will not only create conceptual confusion but will ultimately be a bad thing for the protection of our religious interests.

We should emphasize that the sharp distinction we are drawing between the two rationales for human rights protection of religious interests—religion as adherence and religion as group membership—is a conceptual one. The two religious interests can, after all, overlap. It is evidently true that often protection of religious freedom is likely to reduce not just the religious but also social, material, and political disadvantages faced by its adherents. And sometimes discrimination against members of a group will also impinge upon religious adherence. In fact, if we map all cases of breaches of the right to religious freedom and all cases of breaches of the right against religious discrimination, the overlap might indeed be significant. This does nothing, however, to minimize the existence or significance of the conceptual and normative distinctions we are trying to draw out. Our argument is that it is not the purpose of discrimination law to secure religious freedom, nor is it the purpose of the right to religious freedom to reduce religious group disadvantage.

5. Conclusion

This article makes a contribution to ongoing theoretical debates around the legal protection of religion. In these debates, the right to freedom of religion and the right against religious discrimination are often conflated and little attention has been paid to their conceptual and normative differences. This article has argued that they are in fact distinct human rights. As
such, they protect distinct human interests and distinct aspects of religion. Religious freedom is concerned with protecting an interest in our ability to (not) adhere to our religious commitments. The right against religious discrimination is concerned with a separate interest in ensuring that our religious group does not suffer relative sociocultural, political, or material disabilities in comparison with other religious groups. This article brings conceptual clarity to this area and helps explain what the law is protecting when it protects religion. Key doctrinal implications follow for the respective scope of the two rights, whether they may be claimed against non-state actors, and their divergent assessment of religious establishment. In a follow-up article to be published in the next issue of this journal, we will offer a normative restatement of the legal doctrine relating to these rights. In particular, we will map these implications in relation to their scope, horizontal application and religious establishment, and also outline the resulting areas of overlap and differences between the two legal rights.
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